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magnitude, will depend on the detailed form of
the low-energy behavior of o.'(~)F(ru). For the
theoretical calculations given here, n'(&u)F(~)
has been chosen to be linear in ~ for reasons
of simplicity'; the choice cP(&u)F (ai) = n'aP would
not affect the general conclusions.

In conclusion, the observed structure near zero
bias in the conductance a and its derivative do/dV
for norma1 metal-insulator-meta1 tunneling junc-
tions has been accounted for by including the ef-
fects of finite electron relaxation rates in the
junction electrodes. The nonzero lifetimes lead
to an observable blocking of otherwise-avai1able
electron tunne1ing states at 1ow bias.
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Full dispersion curves, including the effect of retardation, are presented for the cou-
pled optical-phonon-magnetoplasmon surface waves of a degenerate polar semiconductor.
The dispersion curves display a surprising amount of interesting new structure which
does not occur in the absence of a dc magnetic field.

The effect of a dc magnetic fieM on the disper-
sion relation of surface plasmons in solids has
recently received considerable theoretical atten-
tion. ' ' For a completely arbitrary magnetic
field, the dependence of the surface-plasmon fre-
quency on the magnitude and orientation of the
applied field has been given' for the nonretarded
limit in which the phase velocity &u/q is small
compared with the speed of light c. The full dis-
persion curve, including the effect of retardation,
has been studied for particular cases in which the

applied field is either parallel or perpendicular
to the surface, ' Recently, Brion et al. ' have re-
investigated one of the cases studied in Ref. 1,
that of magnetoplasma surface-wave propagation
perpendicular to a dc magnetic field which is
oriented parallel to the surface. They found that

gaps appear in the dispersion relation if the back-
ground dielectric constant e~ satisfies the in-
equality e~')1+ e~ 'o;, '~~', where ~~= (4nne'/
m)'I' is the bulk plasma frequency.

In all of these papers the background dielectric
constant was considered to be independent of
frequency. For polar semiconductors, however,
the background dielectric constant is not inde-
pendent of frequency, but is given by
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where e and e, are the high- and low-frequency
dielectric constants, and I~~ is the transverse-
optical-phonon frequency. By taking into account
this frequency dependence of e~, the surface
plasmons and surface optical phonons are found
to couple with each other. ' This interaction has
been the object of several recent experimental
studies. ' In the present paper, we generalize
our earlier investigations" to include the effects
of phonon coupling on the magnetoplasma sur-
face waves. Full dispersion curves for the cou-
pled modes, including the effect of retardation,
are given for different values of the experimen-
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tal parameters. The dispersion curves display
a remarkable amount of structure which is not

present in the absence of the dc magnetic field
and which should be of great experimental inter-
est.

In order to have a point of comparison, we re-
view briefly the case of zero magnetic field. In

that case the degenerate semiconductor can be
described by the dielectric function

C(CO) —Ci((d) —&d (d& . (2)

leads to a solution of the wave equation in the
semiconductor for i= I [where e, is given by
Eq. (2)] and in vacuum for i= 2 (where e, = 1).
Surface waves exist only in those regions of the
ar -cq, plane in which both q„' and q„' are
negative; then the solutions are of the form
exp(+ la, ls), where o,'= —q„'. The electric and

magnetic fields Ey Sy and k;„B,associated with
the surface wave are eigenvectors of the wave
equation and can easily be determined. By im-
posing the standard electromagnetic boundary
conditions' at the surface we obtain the disper-
sion relation

c'q, ' = (u'e((u)/[e ((u) + 1]. (4)

In Fig. 1 this equation is plotted for parameters
appropriate to GaAs, with a conduction electron
concentration corresponding to a value of e~/wz
equal to 3.3. This concentration gives rather
strong coupling between the plasmon and phonon
modes. For large values of cq, /er there are two
surface modes of mixed plasmon-phonon char-
acter. As q, decreases, the lower mode ap-
proaches zero linearly, while the upper mode
terminates at co= w~, cq, =a~. The lines m=cq„
e, =0, and w= w~ are the boundaries of the re-
gion of surface propagation. For e )cq„q„'
is positive, and the wave becomes a propagating
electromagnetic wave in vacuum. In the shaded
regions of Fig, 1, q„' is positive, and propagat-
ing bulk modes occur.

The semiconductor occupies the space z )0 of a
Cartesian coordinate system; the space z (0 is
taken to be vacuum. We refer to the semiconduc-
tor as medium 1 and the vacuum as medium 2.
Subscripts referring to each medium are intro-
duced when they are necessary. We consider an
electromagnetic disturbance of the form exp(irut
—iq, y —iq, z) Surf. ace waves are solutions of the
wave equation for which q, is imaginary. Given
the real numbers q, and co, then the condition

(3)
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FIG. l. A plot of ~/~r versus cq~/&ur for the ease
of GaAs with ~&/~r=3. 3. The shaded regions and the
entire region to the leS of the "light line" =cq~ are
regions in which surface-wave propagation cannot oc-
cur. The dispersion curve consists of two branches,
representing the coupled surface-phonon-surface-xnag-
netoplasmon excitations.

—q,i'= q„—(~ /c )&.(), (5)

where e„(v) = e„+e„'e„,'. The wave equation in
vacuum is unchanged by the magnetic field. The
eigenvectors Ey By and E„B,of the wave equa-
tion can easily be determined once again. Impos-
ing the boundary conditions leads to the disper-
sion relation

&y+ &2&„+&qq &qg &gg (6)

This equation is equivalent to Eq. (54) of Ref. 1
[and Eq. (7) of Ref. 3]; now, however, the diag-
onal components of the dielectric tensor contain
the function ei(&u) instead of the constant 1 (or
the constant e „).

In Fig. 2 we plot the solutions to Eq. (6) using
parameters corresponding to the case of Gahs
with &u~/&~r =3.3 and r:,/a&r =0.4. The dashed
lines correspond to negative values of the wave
number q„ the solid line to positive values. For

In the presence of a dc magnetic field, the
dielectric function of the semiconductor is a
tensor with off-diagonal elements. For the sake
of simplicity, we restrict our consideration to
the case of the dc magnetic field parallel to the
surface and perpendicular to the direction of
propagation. " In that case the nonvanishing
components of the dielectric tensor are e„„=ei(v)

equation in the semiconductor has a nontrivial
solution if
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FIG. 2. A plot of ~/~r versus cq~/~r for the case of
GaAs with co~/(or=3. 3 and ~,/~r=0. 4. The dashed and
solid curves refer to negative and positive values for
q~ respectively. The shaded regions and the entire
region to the left of the light line are regions in which
surface-wave propagation cannot occur.

negative values of q, the dispersion curves are
rather similar to those of Fig. 1. The lowest
branch behaves linearly as cu=cq, for very small
values of cq,/vr and approaches a constant for
very large q,. Another branch starts at w= +~
and cq, = v~ and approaches a limiting value for
large values of cq,/~r. However, in addition to
these, there are two extra branches which occur
only over limited ranges of q, . For positive q„
both the lower branch and the upper branch
(which starts at ~= ~r) have gaps. The disper
sion curves begin exactly as in the absence of
the magnetic field, but they terminate at finite
values of q„ they reappear at a higher frequency
and approach their asymptotic values for very
large cq,/vr. For both of these branches there
are regions of q, in which two solutions exist.
In the shaded region of Fig. 2, n, ' is negative,
so that surface waves cannot occur in there re-
gions. When a surface-wave dispersion curve
has parts on both sides of one of these shaded
regions, a gap in the dispersion relation must
occur. The occurance of these gaps and of the
extra branches can be understood by looking at
Fig. 3. Here we plot (m/&ur)'e„as a function of
&u/&ur. Since e,'= q,

' —(uP/c')e„, the curve itself
gives the lines n, =0 in the u —cq, plane. The
singularities of e„occur at v = &ur, where e~(v)
diverges, and at w= &u„ the two zeros of e„(&u).
In the shaded regions, n, ' is negative; these
correspond to the shaded regions of Fig. 2. Be-
cause c„ is a multiple-valued function of ~, it is
not surprising that we find additional branches of

FIG. 3. A plot of (&/& z} e„versus cv/~r for the same
set of parameters used in Fig. 2. The function &„(~)
has singularities at ~ =& and at ~=(d&, where

2 1 "1 2 "1 2 2 I(d~ =~{EpEoo (dr +6~ (d& +(d ) y&

x [(@peen '(dr +6~ (dp +(d }
—4(dr ((dp +

Epee)~

)/EQ

are the zeros of &«. The shaded regions correspond
to the shaded regions of Fig. 2, in which &~ is nega-
tive.

the dispersion curves (for q, &0) and regions in
which more than two solutions occur for a given
value of q, .

The observation of the multiple-valued disper-
sion curves shown in Fig. 2 should be an inter-
esting challenge to experimentalists.

The authors would like to thank Professor E.
Burstein for sending them a preprint of Ref. 3
prior to publication.
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tangential components of E and H. The waves in each
medium are of the form 4» exp(+la»lz} +8» exp(- lot «Iz).
For the semi-infinite media considered here the co-
efficient of the exponentially growing wave must be

taken to be zero. The dispersion relation (4) is ob
tained for the polarization whose field is in the y-z
plane. This polarization is the only one considered
throughout this paper.
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Using a tunable phonon spectrometer, we have observed phonon emission from films of
terbium at 1.6'K. The phonon frequency, 15.15 GHz, was found to be the same as the
frequency of an rf magnetic field applied parallel to the surface of the film. This obser-
vation provides direct support for the so-called free-lattice model of dynamic magneto-
elastic coupling in rare-earth metals.

It is well known that the static properties of
several of the heavy rare-earth metals are strong-
ly influenced by the existence of large magneto-
elastic interactions. ' 4 Since the magnetoelastic
terms in the Hamiltonian involve the coupling of
the spins to the lattice, it is to be expected that
the dynamic properties, e.g. , spin-wave excita-
tions, will be strongly affected. There has been
considerable discussion in the literature' relating
to how the magnetoelast. ic terms are to be treated,
and a brief review seems appropriate.

Turov and Shavrov' considered the magneto-
elastic influence on spin waves by assuming that
the lattice remains stationary, or frozen, as the
spins precess and they showed that, as a result
of the interaction, the spin-wave energy gap
wouM be raised. Cooper" evaluated an opposite
limit which has become known as the free-lattice
model. By allowing the lattice to deform with the
spins' motion, he found that the energy gap would
be due entirely to anisotropy. Brooks' suggested
that for frequencies less than 40 GHz the free-
lattice model would apply, but at higher frequen-
cies the strains would be unable to follow the
spins' motion, and so the frozen-lattice model
mould be correct.

Vigren and Liu, ' using a microscopic model
which allows the spins to couple to localized lat-
tice distortions, showed that at Iow temperatures
and frequencies, for q =0, the free-lattice mode
could be observed. At higher frequencies, par-
ticularly for finite q, the local strains cancel,
leaving only the equilibrium strains, and so the
frozen lattice results. Their calculations showed
a discontinuity in the spin-mave spectrum which
resulted from the vanishing of the magnetoelastic

contribution for q = 0. They argued that, for a
sample of finite size, the spin-wave spectrum
would not exhibit a discontinuity, but would vary
smoothly depending on the sample size, and there-
fore allow observation of the free-lattice mode
for small q.

Hart and Stanford' studied ferromagnetic reso-
nance in terbium at 24 GHz, and their results
agree with the free-lattice model for low frequen-
cies. In earlier work on terbium at 100 GHz,
Wagner and Stanford' confirmed the frozen-lat-
tice model at high frequencies.

The fundamental assumption of the free-lattice
model is that the lattice maintains instantaneous
equilibrium with the spins, and it follows that if
the spins (magnetization) can be made to precess,
phonons mill be produced. This results from the
fact that for a single crystal, the equilibrium
symmetry strains depend on the direction cosines
of the magnetization.

Consider a single crystal of terbium with its c
and b axes parallel to the y and z directions, re-
spectively (Tb is hcp). With the application of a
static magnetic field along the z axis, a magnet-
ically easy direction, and an rf field along the x
axis, precession of the magnetization about the
z axis at the rf frequency ~ results. Unless the
conditions for resonance are satisfied, 8 (the
polar angle measured with respect to the z axis)
will be small. In addition, the precession will
not be in phase with the rf field, so y (the azimu-
thal angle measured with respectto the x axi,s)
will be given by p=&t+5. Here 5 is an arbitrary
phase which can be neglected for this analysis.

With the use of the results obtained by Callen
and Callen, " transformed to this coordinate sys-
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